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# The controller part of the infrastructure.
# Starts up all the interfaces and the eventhandler and gives the
# control to the eventhandler.
# 
# Written by Marte K Skasdem, 2005/2006
#
###############################################################################
# python library modules
import threading
# own written modules
from mapServiceIntf import MapServiceInterface
from robotIntf import RobotInterface
from userIntf import UserInterface
from eventHandler import EventHandler
class Controller:
    def __init__(self):
        # ipaddr to the maschine the controller runs on
        addr = ’129.242.19.46’      #addr to rocksvv where tests has been done
        # initializes the different interfaces
        map_intf_port = 8080
        self.mapService_interface = MapServiceInterface(addr, map_intf_port)
        rob_intf_port = 8081
        self.robot_interface = RobotInterface(addr, rob_intf_port)
        usr_intf_port = 8082
        self.user_interface = UserInterface(addr, usr_intf_port)
        # initializes the eventhandler
        self.event_handler = EventHandler(self.robot_interface,
                                          self.user_interface,
                                          self.mapService_interface)
    def main(self):
        # make map
        self.initMap()
        
        self.mapService_interface.getEventHandler(self.event_handler)
        self.robot_interface.getEventHandler(self.event_handler)
        self.user_interface.getEventHandler(self.event_handler)
        # start interfaces in threads
        self.initThreads()
        # give control to the event handler
        self.event_handler.main()
    def initMap(self):
        ’’’Gives the map service the information in needs to mak
        the map.
        ’’’
        # the ipaddr to the computer the map service runs on 
        map_addr = ’129.242.19.46’
        # the port number to use to connect to map service
        map_port = 8091
        map_size_x = 200       # length of map
        map_size_y = 200       # height of map
        map_factor = 10        # the display factor
        map_piece_size = 200   # size of map piece to give to robots
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        known_obj = []         # coordinates to all known objects
        
        data = map_size_x, map_size_y, map_factor, map_piece_size, known_obj
        self.mapService_interface.initMap(map_addr, map_port, data)
    def initThreads(self):
        ’’’Starts of a thread for each interface. The threads handles
        inncomming calls from the other partisipants.
        ’’’
        mapService_intf_thread = threading.Thread(target=
                                                  self.mapService_interface.serv
e)
        mapService_intf_thread.setDaemon(True)
        
        robot_intf_thread = threading.Thread(target=self.robot_interface.serve)
        robot_intf_thread.setDaemon(True)
        
        user_intf_thread = threading.Thread(target=self.user_interface.serve)
        user_intf_thread.setDaemon(True)
        mapService_intf_thread.start()
        robot_intf_thread.start()
        user_intf_thread.start()
if __name__ == ’__main__’:
    exSrv = Controller()
    exSrv.main()
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###############################################################################
#
# The event handler module.
# Handles incomming events from the interfaces.
#




from objects import RobotObj
class EventHandler:
    def __init__(self, robotIntf, userIntf, mapServiceIntf):
        self.robotIntf = robotIntf
        self.userIntf = userIntf
        self.mapServiceIntf = mapServiceIntf
        self.robot_list = {}     # all known robots key=tag, value=robot object
        self.task_list = {}      # tasks not waiting to be executed.
                                 # key=robot tag, value=waiting tasks
        self.tag_list = {}       # key=ipaddr, value=tag
        self.tag = 100           # tag given to robots (incremental)
    def main(self):
        print ’Controller ready to start’
        while True:
            time.sleep(5)
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# functions called from map manipulator interface
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
    #def getMonitorData(self, tag):
    #     declared together with functions
    #     called from user interface
    # def giveRobotTask(self, task, tag):
    #     declared together with functions
    #     called from user interface
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# functions called from robot interface
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
    def appendRobot(self, ipaddr):
        ’’’Registers a new robot. The new robot is assigned a unique
        tag stored in a list with all known data about it data. Then
        the map service is contacted to get a map for the robot.
        The tag and map sata is returned to robot.
        ’’’
        # check if robot has been registered before
        if self.tag_list.has_key(ipaddr):
            # robot was lost, but is now found
            _tag = self.tag_list[ipaddr]
            self.robot_list[_tag].status = ’Connected’
        else:
            # robot new to infrastructure
            self.tag += 1
            self.tag_list[ipaddr] = self.tag
            _tag = self.tag
            self.robot_list[_tag] = RobotObj(_tag, ipaddr)
        self.task_list[_tag] = []
        # get map data
        map_data = self.getMapPiece(_tag)
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        return _tag, map_data
    def getMapPiece(self, tag):
        ’’’Contacts the map service to get a map piece and the
        position of the robot.
        ’’’
        map_piece, map_size, rob_pos, data = self.mapServiceIntf.getMapPiece(tag
)
        # store the position
        self.robot_list[tag].pos = rob_pos
        return map_piece, map_size, rob_pos, data
    def taskOptions(self, tag, possible_tasks):
        ’’’A robot reports its possible tasks. This information is
        stored together with the rest information of this robot.
        ’’’
        self.robot_list[tag].possible_tasks = possible_tasks
        return True
    def requestNewTask(self, tag):
        ’’’Returns the next task to be executed by the calling
        robot if any is waiting.
        ’’’
        if not len(self.task_list[tag]) == 0:
            # task is waiting to be executed
            task = self.task_list[tag][0]
            self.task_list[tag].remove(task)
            self.robot_list[tag].task = task
            return task
        # no task available
        return False
    def reportPosition(self, tag, pos, direction):
        ’’’Robots call this to report a new position. The reported
        position is told to the map service in order for it to
        store it. Real position is returned from map service and
        returned to robot.
        ’’’
        pos = self.mapServiceIntf.moveRobot(tag, pos, direction)
        self.robot_list[tag].pos = pos
        self.robot_list[tag].direction = direction
        return pos
    def markNewObject(self, tag, imageid):
        ’’’Reports to the map service that a new object is discovered.
        The object is discovered by the calling robot.
        ’’’
        pos = self.robot_list[tag].pos
        return self.mapServiceIntf.markNewObject(pos,
                                                 tag,
                                                 imageid)
    def done(self, tag, task, msg):
        ’’’A robot reports that it has executed a task. This
        is stored and reported to the user.
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        ’’’
        self.robot_list[tag].done_tasks.append( (task, msg) )
        self.robot_list[tag].task = False
        # report to user
        self.userIntf.robotDone(tag, task, msg)
        return True
    def robotDisconnect(self, tag):
        ’’’Called by a robot that leaves the work space area.
        Registers thet the robot is lost.
        ’’’
        self.robot_list[tag].status = ’Lost contact’
        self.mapServiceIntf.noContactRobot(tag)
        return True
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# functions called from user interface
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
    def getRobotList(self):
        ’’’Returns a list of all robot tags known to be in thea area.
        ’’’
        if len(self.robot_list) == 0:
            return False
        
        data = []
        for rob in self.robot_list:
            data.append(rob)
        return data
    def getMonitorData(self, tag):
        ’’’Returns all known information of the robot requested.
        ’’’
        if not self.robot_list.has_key(tag):
             return False
        data = self.robot_list[tag].makeMonitorData()
 
        return data
    def getPossibleTasks(self, tag):
        ’’’Returns the possibel tasks for the robot requested.
        ’’’
        if not self.robot_list.has_key(tag):
            return False
        data = self.robot_list[tag].possible_tasks
        return data
    def giveRobotTask(self, tag, task, wait=None):
        ’’’Gives the given task to the requested robot. If the wait
        parameter is set, it means that the task can be stored and
        given to robot upon request form it.
        ’’’
        if wait:
            # add task to robot’s task list
            self.task_list[tag].append(task)
        else:
            ### OBS! This will interrupt the robot in the task it is doing
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            self.robot_list[tag].task = task
            ipaddr = self.robot_list[tag].ipaddr
            self.robotIntf.giveRobotTask(ipaddr, task)
        return True
    def giveRobotModule(self, tag, filename, binary_obj):
        ’’’Gives a module to the requested robot.
        ’’’
        ipaddr = self.robot_list[tag].ipaddr
        
        return self.robotIntf.exportModule(ipaddr,
                                           filename,
                                           binary_obj)
    
    def giveRobotCode(self, tag, filename, binary_obj):
        ’’’Gives some code to the requested robot
        ’’’
        ipaddr = self.robot_list[tag].ipaddr
        return self.robotIntf.runCode(ipaddr,
                                      filename,
                                      binary_obj)
    def stopRobot(self, tag):
        ’’’Stops the requested robot
        ’’’
        ipaddr = self.robot_list[tag].ipaddr
        
        return self.robotIntf.stopRobot(ipaddr)
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###############################################################################
#
# The Interface to the map service.
# It is run as a XML RPC server, and uses a xmlrpclib client to
# call the map service.
#




from xmlrpclib import ServerProxy
from SimpleXMLRPCServer import SimpleXMLRPCServer
class MapServiceInterface:
    def __init__(self, server_addr, server_port):
        self.server_addr = server_addr
        self.server_port = server_port
        # initiate server
        self.my_server = SimpleXMLRPCServer( (server_addr, server_port) )
        # register functions
        self.my_server.register_function(self.getMonitorData)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.newRobotTask)
    def initMap(self, map_addr, map_port, data):
        ’’’Initiates contact with map service and gives it
        information to make the map of.
        ’’’
        self.map = ServerProxy(’http://’ + map_addr + ’:’ + str(map_port))
        self.map.makeMap(self.server_addr, self.server_port, data)
    def getEventHandler(self, event_handler):
        ’’’Gets a pointer to the event handler
        ’’’
        self.eventHandler = event_handler
    def serve(self):
        ’’’Starts the server
        ’’’
        self.my_server.serve_forever()
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# functions started from map manipulator
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
    def getMonitorData(self, tag):
        ’’’Gets monitor data for a requested robot
        ’’’
        print ’Get monitor data for map service’
        return self.eventHandler.getMonitorData(tag)
    def newRobotTask(self, tag, task):
        ’’’Gives task to requested robot
        ’’’
        print ’Give task to robot. Given by map service’
        return self.eventHandler.giveRobotTask(tag, task)
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# functions called from event handler
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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    def markNewObject(self, tag, pos, data):
        ’’’Marks new object, discovered by the given
        robot, in the map.
        ’’’
        return self.map.markNewObject(tag, pos, data)
        
    def getMapPiece(self, tag):
        ’’’Gets a map piece for the given robot.
        ’’’
        return self.map.getMapPiece(tag)
    def moveRobot(self, tag, pos, direction):
        ’’’Registers new position of robot.
        ’’’
        return self.map.moveRobot(tag, pos, direction)
    def noContactRobot(self, tag):
        ’’’Marks that a robot is lost
        ’’’
        return self.map.noContactRobot(tag)
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###############################################################################
#
# The controller’s interface to the robots.
# It is run as an asyncron XML RPC server that can serve
# several clients concurrently.
#






from SimpleXMLRPCServer import SimpleXMLRPCServer,SimpleXMLRPCRequestHandler
from xmlrpclib import ServerProxy, Binary
class AsyncXMLRPCServer(SocketServer.ThreadingMixIn,SimpleXMLRPCServer):
    def server_bind(self):
        self.socket.setsockopt(socket.SOL_SOCKET, socket.SO_REUSEADDR, True)
        self.socket.bind(self.server_address)
class RobotInterface:
    def __init__(self, addr, port):
        # initialize server
        self.initServer(addr, port)
        # register server functions
        self.my_server.register_function(self.initphase)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.welcome)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.taskOptions)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.requestNewTask)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.reportPosition)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.newMap)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.storeFile)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.taskDone)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.robotDisconnect)
    
    def initServer(self, addr, port):
        ’’’Initiates the xml rpc server
        ’’’
        self.my_server = AsyncXMLRPCServer((addr, port),
                                           SimpleXMLRPCRequestHandler)
    def getEventHandler(self, event_handler):
        ’’’Gets a pointer to the event handler
        ’’’
        self.eventHandler = event_handler
    def serve(self):
        ’’’Starts the server
        ’’’




    def initphase(self):
        ’’’Sends the robotInfrastructIntf to the calling robot.
        ’’’
        intf = open("robotInfrastructIntf.py", "r")
        data = intf.read()
        intf.close()
        binary_obj = Binary(data)
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        return "robotInfrastructIntf.py", binary_obj
    def welcome(self, ipaddr):
        ’’’Welcomes a robot. Returns map information and a tag.
        ’’’
        return self.eventHandler.appendRobot(ipaddr)
    def taskOptions(self, tag, possible_tasks):
        ’’’Receives a robots possible tasks.
        ’’’
        return self.eventHandler.taskOptions(tag, possible_tasks)
    def requestNewTask(self, tag):
        ’’’Returns a new task if one exist.
        ’’’
        return self.eventHandler.requestNewTask(tag)
    def reportPosition(self, tag, pos, direction):
        ’’’Robots call this to report a new position.
        ’’’
        return self.eventHandler.reportPosition(tag, pos, direction)
    def newMap(self, tag):
        ’’’
        ’’’
        return self.eventHandler.getMapPiece(tag)
        
    def storeFile(self, tag, binary_obj, filename):
        ’’’Stores file given by a robot.
        ’’’
        outfile = open("files/"+filename, "w")
        outfile.write(binary_obj.data)
        outfile.close()
        self.eventHandler.markNewObject(tag, ’files/’+filename)
        return True
    def taskDone(self, tag, task, msg):
        ’’’A robot is done executing a task.
        ’’’
        return self.eventHandler.done(tag, task, msg)
    def robotDisconnect(self, tag):
        ’’’A robot is leaving the area.
        ’’’
        self.eventHandler.robotDisconnect(tag)




    def giveRobotTask(self, ipaddr, task):
        ’’’Gives new task to robot
        ’’’
        print "newTask: " + str(task)
        robot = self.connectRobot(ipaddr)
        return robot.giveRobotTask(task)
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    def exportModule(self, ipaddr, modulename, binary_obj):
        ’’’Sends a new module to robot.
        ’’’
        print "new module: " + modulename
        robot = self.connectRobot(ipaddr)
        
        return robot.importModule(modulename, binary_obj)
        
    def runCode(self, ipaddr, codefilename, binary_obj):
        ’’’Sends a file with code to execute to robot and asks
        it to run it.
        ’’’
        print "run code: " + codefilename
        robot = self.connectRobot(ipaddr)
        
        return robot.runCode(codefilename, binary_obj)
    def getMonitorData(self, ipaddr):
        ’’’Gets monitor data from robot.
        ’’’
        robot = self.connectRobot(ipaddr)
        return robot.getMonitorData()
    def uppdateMap(self, ipaddr, object_list):
        ’’’Sends a new list of objects to robot so that it
        can update its map.
        ’’’
        robot = self.connectRobot()
        return robot.uppdateMap(object_list)
    def stopRobot(self, ipaddr):
        ’’’Stops robots movement
        ’’’
        print "stop robot " + ipaddr
        robot = self.connectRobot(ipaddr)




    def connectRobot(self, ipaddr):
        ’’’Opens a connection to the given robot.
        ’’’
        robot_connection = ServerProxy(’http://’ +\
                                       ipaddr +\
                                       ’:8090’)
        return robot_connection
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###############################################################################
#
# The controller’s interface to the user.
# It is run as a XML RPC server.
#




from SimpleXMLRPCServer import SimpleXMLRPCServer
class UserInterface:
    def __init__(self, addr, port):
        # a queue to hold done robot tasks
        self.doneQ = Queue.Queue()
        # initiate server
        self.my_server = SimpleXMLRPCServer( (addr,
                                              port) )
        # register server functions
        self.my_server.register_function(self.testConnection)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.getRobotList)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.monitorRobot)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.giveTask)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.getPossibleTasks)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.sendCode)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.checkDone)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.stopRobot)
    def getEventHandler(self, event_handler):
        ’’’Gets a pointer to the event handler
        ’’’
        self.eventHandler = event_handler
    def serve(self):
        ’’’Starts the server
        ’’’
        self.my_server.serve_forever()
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
    def testConnection(self):
        ’’’User tests its connection
        ’’’
        return True
    
    def getRobotList(self):
        ’’’Returns a list with tags of all known robots.
        ’’’
        return self.eventHandler.getRobotList()
    def monitorRobot(self, tag):
        ’’’Returns a robots monitor data
        ’’’
        return self.eventHandler.getMonitorData(tag)
    def giveTask(self, tag, task, wait=None):
        ’’’Gives a new task to a robot.
        ’’’
        if wait:
            # do not interrupt robot
            return self.eventHandler.giveRobotTask(tag, task, True)
        else:
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            # interrup robot in its current task
            return self.eventHandler.giveRobotTask(tag, task)
    def getPossibleTasks(self, tag):
        ’’’Returns a robots possible tasks.
        ’’’
        return self.eventHandler.getPossibleTasks(tag)
    def sendCode(self, tag, codefilename, binary_obj, code=None):
        ’’’Sends a file to a robot.
        ’’’
        if code:
            # the file is code to execute
            return self.eventHandler.giveRobotCode(tag, codefilename,
                                                   binary_obj)
        else:
            # the file is a module
            return self.eventHandler.giveRobotModule(tag, codefilename,
                                                     binary_obj)
    def checkDone(self):
        ’’’Checks the queue if a robot is finished with a
        task execution.
        ’’’
        try:
            result = self.doneQ.get(False)
            return result
        except:
            return False
    def stopRobot(self, tag):
        ’’’Returns when requested robot has stopped
        ’’’




    def robotDone(self, tag, task, msg):
        ’’’A robot is done with a task execution. Puts
        information about in the queue
        ’’’
        self.doneQ.put( (tag, task, msg) )
        return True
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###############################################################################
#
# The robot’s interface to the infrastructure.
# It is run as a XML RPC server, and uses a xmlrpclib client to
# call the infrastructure.
#




from xmlrpclib import ServerProxy, Binary
from SimpleXMLRPCServer import SimpleXMLRPCServer
class RobotInfrastructureIntf:
    def __init__(self, my_robot, infrastruct_addr, infrastruct_port, my_port):
        self.my_robot = my_robot    # pointer to robot class
        # set up a client to the infrastructure server
        self.infrastructure = ServerProxy(’http://’ + infrastruct_addr + \
                                          ’:’ + str(infrastruct_port))
        # set up robot’s server
        self.my_server = SimpleXMLRPCServer( (my_robot.addr, my_port) )
        # register server functions
        self.my_server.register_function(self.giveRobotTask)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.runCode)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.importModule)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.getMonitorData)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.uppdateMap)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.stop)
    def serve(self):
        ’’’ Starts server.
        ’’’
        self.my_server.serve_forever()
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# FUNCTIONS CALLED BY ROBOT
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
    def callWelcome(self, addr):
        ’’’Returns information about the map of the robot.
        ’’’
        return self.infrastructure.welcome(addr)
    def taskOptions(self, tag, possible_tasks):
        ’’’Sends a string containing a description of
        possible tasks the robot can execute.
        ’’’
        return self.infrastructure.taskOptions(tag, possible_tasks)
    def requestNewTask(self, tag):
        ’’’Requests a new task from the infrastructure.
        ’’’
        return self.infrastructure.requestNewTask(tag)
    def reportPosition(self, tag, pos, direction):
        ’’’Reports a new position.
        ’’’
        return self.infrastructure.reportPosition(tag, pos, direction)
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    def newMap(self, tag):
        ’’’Requests a new map piece.
        ’’’
        return self.infrastructure.newMap(tag)
    def streamFile(self, tag, filedirectory, filename):
        ’’’Streams a file to the infrastructure.
        ’’’
        print ’streamFile(): ’ + filedirectory+filename
        f = open(filedirectory + filename, ’r’)
        stream = f.read()
        f.close()
        
        binary_obj = Binary(stream)
        return self.infrastructure.storeFile(tag, binary_obj, filename)
    
    def done(self, tag, task, msg):
        ’’’Reports that a task is done and how it went.
        ’’’
        return self.infrastructure.taskDone(tag, task, msg)
    def disconnect(self, tag):
        ’’’Reports that robot leaves the area
        ’’’
        self.infrastructure.robotDisconnect(tag)
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# FUNCTIONS CALLED BY INFRASTRUCTURE
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
    def giveRobotTask(self, task):
        ’’’Interrupts the robot in its current tasks and
        gives it a new.
        ’’’
        self.interrup()
        return self.my_robot.executeTask(task)
    def runCode(self, codefilename, code):
        ’’’Stores the file containing code to execute. Interrupts
        the robot in its current task execution and starts the
        code execution.
        ’’’
        outFile = open(codefilename, "w")
        outFile.write(code.data)
        outFile.close()
        self.interrup()
        
        return self.my_robot.runCode(codefilename)
    def importModule(self, modulename, code):
        ’’’Stores the file containing the module to be imported.
        ’’’
        outFile = open(modulename, "w")
        outFile.write(code.data)
        outFile.close()
        modulename = modulename.split(’.’)[0]
        
        return self.my_robot.importModule(modulename)
    def getMonitorData(self):
        ’’’Returns information that can be shown in monitoring of
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        the robot.
        ’’’
        return self.my_robot.getMonitorData()
    def uppdateMap(self, list_of_objects):
        ’’’Uppdates the map according to new list of objects.
        ’’’
        return self.my_robot.uppdateMap(list_of_objects)
    def stop(self):
        ’’’Stops robot movement.
        ’’’
        self.my_robot.stop()




    def interrup(self):
        ’’’Interrupts the robot in its current task execution.
        Returns when robot is ready for new task execution.
        ’’’
        print ’Got interruption signal’
        self.my_robot.interrupt = True
        while not self.my_robot.stopped:
            time.sleep(1)
        return True
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###############################################################################
#
# Robot object class.
#




    def __init__(self, tag, ipaddr):
        ’’’This is the robot object. Here all information
        about a robot should be saved.
        tag = the robot s unique id
        ’’’ 
        self.tag = tag
        self.ipaddr = ipaddr
        self.pos = (0,0)
        self.status = ’Connected’
        self.task = False
        self.done_tasks = []
        self.possible_tasks = ’’
    def makeMonitorData(self):
        ’’’Returns a string containig the current situation of the
        robot.
        ’’’
        txt_done_tasks = ’\n’
        for task in self.done_tasks:
            txt_done_tasks = txt_done_tasks + str(task) + ’\n’
        data = ’************************************************\n’ +\
               ’Tag:                \t’ + str(self.tag) + ’\n’ +\
               ’Last known position:\t’ + str(self.pos) + ’\n’ +\
               ’Status:             \t’ + str(self.status) + ’\n’ +\
               ’Current task:       \t’ + str(self.task) + ’\n’ +\
               ’Done tasks:         \t’ + txt_done_tasks +\
               ’Possible tasks:\n’ + self.possible_tasks +’\n’ +\
               ’************************************************\n’
        return data
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###############################################################################
#
# The map service.
# It runs a XML RPC server that the controller uses to get data
# form the map. It also starts off a visuaization thread that
# makes graphical output of the map, and handles moouse events reported
# by thhis visualization thread.
# 
# Written by Marte Karidatter Skadsem, 2005/2006
#
###############################################################################
import Queue, threading, os, time
from xmlrpclib import ServerProxy
from SimpleXMLRPCServer import SimpleXMLRPCServer
from visualize import Visualize
from objects import Drawing
from storeHouse import StoreHouse
class MapService:
    def __init__(self):
        self.robots = {}           # all robots, key=tag, value=drawing object
        self.controller = False    # pointer to controller server
        self.list_of_objects = []  # list of known objects
        self.ready = False      # set when ready to handle data from controller
        self.connected = False     # set when controller is connected
    def main(self):
        # init server and start server thread
        self.initServer()
        server_thread = threading.Thread(target=self.serve)
        server_thread.setDaemon(True)
        server_thread.start()
        # wait for connection from task manager
        print ’Waiting to be connected....’
        while not self.connected:
            time.sleep(2)
         # initialize the visualizating module
        self.outQ = Queue.Queue()      # queue for messages to the
                                       # visualization thread
        self.display = Visualize(self.outQ, self.store)
        self.inQ = self.display.outQ   # queue for messages from the
                                       # visualization thread
        
        # start visualization thread
        self.viso_thread = threading.Thread(target=self.display.runVisualize)
        self.viso_thread.setDaemon(True)
        self.viso_thread.start()
        # start handling mouse events from user
        mouse_thread = threading.Thread(target=self.handleMouseEvents)
        mouse_thread.setDaemon(True)
        mouse_thread.start()
        self.startpos = 10
        # ready to take events from controller
        self.ready = True
        
        while True:
            time.sleep(5)
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    def initServer(self):
        ’’’Initializes server and registers server functions.
        ’’’
        addr = ’129.242.19.46’    # addr to computer where map
                                  # service has been tested
        port = 8091
        
        self.my_server = SimpleXMLRPCServer( (addr, port) )
        self.my_server.register_function(self.makeMap)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.getMapPiece)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.moveRobot)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.markNewObject)
        self.my_server.register_function(self.noContactRobot)
    def serve(self):
        ’’’Starts server
        ’’’




    def handleMouseEvents(self):
        ’’’Handles mouse events from visualization thread. Calls
        controller to perform actions.
        ’’’
        path = False
        while True:
            data = self.inQ.get()
            # mouseclick occured
            if self.robots.has_key(data):
                # user clicked a robot
                tag = data
                try:
                    # check if double click or task giving
                    data = self.inQ.get(True, 1.5)
                    if data == tag:
                        # get monitor data of robot
                        if self.robots[tag].status == ’Connected’:
                            self.showMonitorData(tag)
                    else:
                        # make path
                        path = []
                        while True:
                            path.append(data)
                            data = self.inQ.get(True, 1)
                except:
                    # no new mous event, task giving finished
                    if path:
                        if len(path) == 1:
                            # only one position given => goTo−task
                            task = (’goTo’, path[0])
                        else:
                            # folloPath−task
                            task = (’followPath’, path)
                        if self.robots[tag].status == ’Connected’:
                            # give task
                            self.controller.newRobotTask(tag, task)
                        path = False
            elif self.list_of_objects.has_key(data):
                # user clicked a discovered object
                if self.list_of_objects[data].movie:
                    # show information of object
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                    print self.list_of_objects[data].movie
                    #cmd = ’DISPLAY=:0 screen −d −m  mplayer ’ + \
                    #      self.list_of_objects[tag].video
                    #os.system(cmd)
    def showMonitorData(self, tag):
        ’’’Stores received monitor data in a .txt file and show it
        in an oen window.
        ’’’
        data = self.controller.getMonitorData(tag)
        filename = ’monitor’+str(tag)+’.txt’
        f=open(filename,’w’)
        f.write(data)
        f.close





    def makeMap(self, contr_addr, contr_port, data):
        ’’’Initiates a client to the controller and makes the map
        based on the parameters
        ’’’
        self.controller = ServerProxy(’http://’ + contr_addr + \
                                      ’:’ + str(contr_port))
        self.store = StoreHouse(data)
        self.list_of_objects = self.store.list_of_objects
        self.connected = True
        return True
    def getMapPiece(self, tag):
        ’’’Finds map information to a robot and puts robot in the
        queue to be drawn.
        ’’’
        # wait until ready
        while not self.ready:
            time.sleep(1)
        # get position from a non existing position system
        pos = (self.startpos, 10)
        self.startpos = self.startpos + 50
        # aquire store house’s lock to edit data stored
        while self.store.lock:
            time.sleep(0.5)
        self.store.lock = True
        # make map piece
        map_piece, map_size, rob_pos, data = self.store.makeMapPiece(tag, pos)
        # release store house’s lock
        self.store.lock = False
        if not self.robots.has_key(tag):
            # make new drawing object if robot is new
            self.robots[tag] = Drawing(tag, rob_pos, map_piece, map_size)
        else:
            self.robots[tag].status = ’Connected’
        # put the drawing object on queue to be drawn
        msg = ’newObj’, self.robots[tag]
        self.outQ.put(msg)
        return map_piece, map_size, rob_pos, data
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    def moveRobot(self, tag, pos, direction):
        ’’’Finds the right robot to be moved and returns it
        with the new position.
        ’’’
        # wait until ready
        while not self.ready:
            time.sleep(1)
        robot = self.robots[tag]
        #robot.pos = self.positioning.getPosition(tag)
        robot.pos = pos
        robot.direction = direction
        robot.getImage()
        # draw changes
        msg = ’move’, robot
        self.outQ.put(msg)
        
        return robot.pos
    def markNewObject(self, pos, tag, movie):
        ’’’Appends new unidentifyed object to list_of_objects.
        Puts object in the queue to be drawn.
        ’’’
        # wait until ready
        while not self.ready:
            time.sleep(1)
        # aquire store house’s lock to edit data stored
        while self.store.lock:
            time.sleep(0.5)
        self.store.lock = True
        #store new object
        mark = self.store.newObject(pos, tag, movie)
        # release lock
        self.store.lock = False
        # put object on queue to be drawn
        msg = ’newObj’, self.list_of_objects[mark]
        self.outQ.put(msg)
        return True
    def noContactRobot(self, tag):
        ’’’Lost conntact with a robot. Uppdates the status.
        ’’’
        # wait until ready
        while not self.ready:
            time.sleep(1)
        self.robots[tag].status = ’lost’
        # show changes in graphical output
        msg = ’lost’, self.robots[tag]
        self.outQ.put(msg)
        
        return True
if __name__ == ’__main__’:
    exSrv = MapService()
    exSrv.main()
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###############################################################################
#
# The store house.
# Makes and maintains the map.
# 
# Written by Marte Karidatter Skadsem, 2005/2006
#
###############################################################################
from objects import UnidfObj
class StoreHouse:
    def __init__(self, data):
        x, y, factor, map_piece_size, known_obj = data
        # the mapping factor
        self.display_factor = factor
        # size of robot maps
        self.map_piece_size = map_piece_size
        # list of all known objects
        self.known_obj = known_obj
        # size of the display
        self.disp_size_x, self.disp_size_y = self.findDisplayPositions((x,y))
        # make the map
        self.map = self.initMap(x, y)
        for o in self.known_obj:
            o_x , o_y = o
            self.map[o_y][o_x] = ’ w’
        # some global variables
        self.mark = 0              # unique number for new objects
        self.list_of_objects = {}  # all found object key=id, value=unidf obj
        self.pieces = {}           # key=robot id, value=map_piece
        self.lock = False          # to prevent several threads from 
                                   # accessing the same datastructure
    def initMap(self, x, y):
        ’’’ Makes the map
        ’’’
new_map = []
        for i in range(y):
            new_map.append([])
            for j in range(x):
                new_map[i].append(’’)
                
return new_map
    def findDisplayPositions(self, real_pos):
        ’’’ Take a position from the real world and find
        the corresponding display position.
        The map is not allways drawn 1:1. The relationship
        is stored in self.display_factor.
        ’’’
        real_x, real_y = real_pos
        disp_x = real_x * self.display_factor
        disp_y = real_y * self.display_factor
        return (disp_x, disp_y)
    def findRealPositions(self, disp_pos):
        ’’’ Take a display position and find the corresponding
        real world position.
        The disp is not allways drawn 1:1. The relationship
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        is stored in self.display_factor.
        ’’’
        disp_x, disp_y = disp_pos
        real_x = disp_x / self.display_factor
        real_y = disp_y / self.display_factor
        return (real_x, real_y)
    def newObject(self, pos, tag, movie):
        self.mark += 1
        self.list_of_objects[self.mark] = UnidfObj(self.mark,
                                                   pos,
                                                   tag,
                                                   movie)
        return self.mark
    def makeMapPiece(self, tag, pos):
        ’’’ Finds the map mpiece to be given to a robot. The maximum
        size of the piece is determined by self.map_piece_size. The
        piece is made so that the robot is placed in the midle.
        The only information given back to the robot is how big the
        map is, where it is placed, known objects inside the map
        piece and if it shares som aera of the map piece with another
        robot.
        ’’’
        if self.map_piece_size == len(self.map):
            # size of map piece equals map size
            map_piece = (0, 0)
            map_size = (self.map_piece_size, self.map_piece_size)
            rob_pos = pos
            data = self.known_obj, []
        else:
            robx, roby = pos
            # find the start and end x−values for the piece
            startx, endx = self.findvalue( len(self.map[0]),
                                           robx − (self.map_piece_size/2) )
            # map’s length
            lenx = endx − startx
            # find the start and end y−values for the piece
            starty, endy = self.findvalue( len(self.map),
                                           roby − (self.map_piece_size/2) )
            # map’s height
            leny = endy − starty
            # find known objects in map piece
            obj = []
            for o in self.known_obj:
                ox, oy = o
                if ox >= startx and ox <= endx:
                    if oy >= starty and oy <= endy:
                        local_ox = ox − startx
                        local_oy = oy −  starty
                        obj.append(local_ox, local_oy)
                        
            # check if mp piece overlaps with ither pieces
            overlap = self.checkMapPiece(tag, startx, starty)
            self.pieces[tag] = (startx, starty)
            map_piece = (startx, starty)
            map_size = (lenx, leny)
            rob_pos = (robx, roby)
            data =  obj, overlap
        return map_piece, map_size, rob_pos, data
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    def findvalue(self, length, start):
        ’’’ Find a valid value for start− and end−
        coordinates.
        ’’’
        end = start + self.map_piece_size − 1
        if start < 0: start = 0
        if end >= length: end = length − 1
        return (start, end)
    def checkMapPiece(self, id, startx, starty):
        ’’’ Check if there are other robots sharing some
        parts of the map piece.
        ’’’
        overlap = []
        endx = startx + self.map_piece_size − 1
        endy = starty + self.map_piece_size − 1
        
        for tag in self.pieces:
            if not tag == id:
                robstartx, robstarty = self.pieces[tag]
                robendx = robstartx + self.map_piece_size − 1
                robendy = robstarty + self.map_piece_size − 1
                if startx >= robstartx and startx <= robendx:
                    # the left corner is inside another robot’s map piece
                    if starty >= robstarty and starty <= robendy:
                        # up−left corner
                        overlap.append(self.findIntersection(’ ul’,
                                                             startx,
                                                             starty,
                                                             robstartx,
                                                             robstarty)
                                       )
                    elif endy >= robstarty and endy <= robendy:
                        # down−left corner
                        overlap.append(self.findIntersection(’ dl’,
                                                             startx,
                                                             starty,
                                                             robstartx,
                                                             robstarty)
                                       )
                elif endx >= robstartx and endx <= robendx:
                    # the right corner is inside another robot’s map piece
                    if starty >= robstarty and starty <= robendy:
                        # up−right corner
                        overlap.append(self.findIntersection(’ ur’,
                                                             startx,
                                                             starty,
                                                             robstartx,
                                                             robstarty)
                                       )
                    elif endy >= robstarty and endy <= robendy:
                        # down−right corner
                        overlap.append(self.findIntersection(’ dr’,
                                                             startx,
                                                             starty,
                                                             robstartx,
                                                             robstarty)
                                       )
        return overlap
    def findIntersection(self, corner, startx, starty, robstartx, robstarty):
        ’’’ Find the exact coordinates of shared aeras in the map piece
        ’’’
        endx = startx + self.map_piece_size − 1
        endy = starty + self.map_piece_size − 1
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        robendx = robstartx + self.map_piece_size − 1
        robendy = robstarty + self.map_piece_size − 1
        overlap = []
        if corner == ’ ul’:
            for i in range(startx, robendx+1):
                for j in range(starty, robendy+1):
                    self.map[j][i] = ’ s’
                    localx = i − startx
                    localy = j − starty
                    overlap.append((localx, localy))
        elif corner == ’ dl’:
            for i in range(startx, robendx+1):
                for j in range(robstarty, endy+1):
                    self.map[j][i] = ’ s’
                    localx = i − startx
                    localy = j − starty
                    overlap.append((localx, localy))
        elif corner == ’ ur’:
            for i in range(robstartx, endx+1):
                for j in range(starty, robendy+1):
                    self.map[j][i] = ’ s’
                    localx = i − startx
                    localy = j − starty
                    overlap.append((localx, localy))
        else:
            #corner == ’dr’:
            for i in range(robstartx, endx+1):
                for j in range(robstarty, endy+1):
                    self.map[j][i] = ’ s’
                    localx = i − startx
                    localy = j − starty
                    overlap.append((localx, localy))
        return overlap
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###############################################################################
#
# Th evisualizatioon module
# This class takes care of all the pygame−stuff and produces
# a graphical output.
#




from pygame.locals import *
import threading, Queue, time
class Visualize:
    def __init__(self, inQ, storeHouse):
        self.inQ = inQ             # queue to get uppdates from map server
        self.outQ = Queue.Queue()  # queue to put messages to mapserver
        self.store = storeHouse    # where the map is stored
        # aquire store house’s lock to edit stored data
        while self.store.lock:
            time.sleep(0.3)
        self.store.lock = True
        # get size odf displayed map
        x = self.store.disp_size_x
        y = self.store.disp_size_y
        self.stop = False          # decides when thread stops
        # initialize PyGame
        pygame.init() 
        pygame.display.set_caption(’Where is the robot?’)
        # adds the size of the robot image and the size of the
        # display so that robots will not be drawn outside display
        self.robot_image = pygame.image.load("../pygameImg/N.png")
        rob_img_width, rob_img_height = self.robot_image.get_size()
        x = x + rob_img_width
        y = y + rob_img_height
        # create the display surface
        self.screen = pygame.display.set_mode( (x,y) )
        self.screen.fill((255,255,255))
        # makes a white background, blits on the screen, and shows the updates
        self.background = pygame.Surface((x,y))
        self.background.fill((255,255,255))
        #fill in walls
        for x,y in self.store.list_of_objects:
            for i in range(self.store.display_factor):
                for j in range(self.store.display_factor):
                    background.set_at((x+i,y+j), (0,0,0))
        # release store lock
        self.store.lock = False
        
        self.screen.blit(self.background, (0,0))
        pygame.display.update()
        # displayed objects key=tag/id value=rect
        self.map_objects = {}
        # size of mouse
        self.mouse = pygame.Rect(0, 0, 5, 5)
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    def runVisualize(self):
        ’’’The main function.
        Starts a thread for checking whether to kill
        the display window, and gets events from the in−queue.
        ’’’
        mouse_thread = threading.Thread(target=self.captureEvents)
        mouse_thread.setDaemon(True)
        mouse_thread.start()
        while not self.stop:
            task, obj = self.inQ.get()
            if task == ’newObj’:
                self.newObject(obj)
            elif task == ’move’:
                self.moveObject(obj)
            elif task == ’lost’:
                self.lostContact(obj)
            else:
                print ’Unkknown task’
        print ’QUIT!’
    def newObject(self, obj):
        ’’’Puts a new object in map_objects
        type(obj) = Drawing object
        ’’’
        self.map_objects[obj.id] = obj.rect
        self.moveObject(obj)
    def moveObject(self, obj):
        ’’’Moves the given robot to the new position.
        ’’’
        self.screen.blit(self.background, obj.rect, obj.rect)
        for tag, drawn_rect in self.map_objects.iteritems():
            if not tag == obj.id:
                if drawn_rect.topleft == obj.rect.topleft:
                    image = self.store.list_of_objects[tag].image
                    self.screen.blit(image, drawn_rect)
        if obj.status == ’lost’:
            obj.status = ’ok’
        obj.rect = obj.image.get_rect()
            
        while self.store.lock:
            time.sleep(0.3)
        self.store.lock = True
        obj.rect.topleft = self.store.findDisplayPositions(obj.pos)
        self.store.lock = False
        self.drawObject(obj)
        self.map_objects[obj.id] = obj.rect
    def drawObject(self, obj):
        ’’’Draws the given robot on the display screen.
        ’’’
        self.screen.blit(obj.image, obj.rect)
        pygame.display.update()
            
    def lostContact(self, obj):
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        ’’’ Lost conntact with a robot. Uppdates display
        accordingly.
        ’’’
        rect = obj.rect
        self.screen.blit(self.background, rect, rect)
        noContact_image = pygame.image.load("../pygameImg/NoConntact.png")
        new_rect = noContact_image.get_rect()
        new_rect.topleft = rect.topleft
        self.screen.blit(noContact_image, new_rect)
        
        pygame.display.update()
        obj.rect = new_rect
        obj.status = ’lost’
        self.map_objects[obj.id] = obj.rect
    def captureEvents(self):
        ’’’The quit−thread. If a certant event occur, it
        kills the display window and set a global stop−
        variable so that the whole visualization thread
        stops. It also registers mouse events.
        ’’’
        while not self.stop:
            for event in pygame.event.get():
                if event.type == QUIT:
                    self.stop = True
                elif event.type == KEYDOWN and event.key == K_ESCAPE:
                    self.stop = True
                elif event.type == MOUSEBUTTONDOWN:
                    self.selectRect()
        pygame.quit()
    def selectRect(self):
        ’’’If the mouse clicked on a robot or an object,
        send the tag, else send teh position of the mouse.
        ’’’
        mouse_pos = pygame.mouse.get_pos()
        self.mouse.topleft = (mouse_pos)
        for tag, rect in self.map_objects.iteritems():
            if self.mouse.colliderect(rect):
                self.outQ.put(tag)
                return
        while self.store.lock:
            time.sleep(0.3)
        self.store.lock = True
        real_pos = self.store.findRealPositions(mouse_pos)
        self.store.lock = False
        self.outQ.put(real_pos)
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###############################################################################
#
# Classes for storing data relevant for the graphical output.
# 




from pygame.locals import *
class UnidfObj:
    ’’’Class for storing drawing inforamtion about a discovered object.
    ’’’
    def __init__(self, mark, pos, tag, movie):
        self.id = mark
        self.pos = pos
        self.finder = tag
        self.movie = movie
        self.image = pygame.image.load("../pygameImg/uidfObj.png")
        self.rect = self.image.get_rect().move(pos)
        self.video = False
        self.status = ’new’
class Drawing:
    ’’’Class for storing drawing information about a robot.
    ’’’
    def __init__(self, tag, pos, map_piece, map_size):
        self.id = tag
        self.pos = pos
        self.status = ’Connected’
        self.map_piece = map_piece
        self.map_size = map_size
        self.direction = ’N’
        
        self.image = pygame.image.load("../pygameImg/N.png")
        #surface.get_rect() returns a rect covering the entire surface
        #rect.move() returns a new rect that is moved by the given offset
        # => type(dis_pos)=rect
        self.rect = self.image.get_rect().move(pos)
    def getImage(self):
        ’’’As the robot moves it changes directions. The image of the
        robot changes accordingly to reflect this changes.
        ’’’
        if self.direction == ’N’:
            self.image = pygame.image.load("../pygameImg/N.png")
        elif self.direction == ’E’:
            self.image = pygame.image.load("../pygameImg/E.png")
        elif self.direction == ’S’:
            self.image = pygame.image.load("../pygameImg/S.png")
        else:
            # ’W’
            self.image = pygame.image.load("../pygameImg/W.png")
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import sys, os, threading, time
from xmlrpclib import ServerProxy
# own written modules
import common
from robotERintf import RobotERIntf
from robotMapping import RobotMapping
from navigation import Navigation
class Robot:
    def __init__(self, connected):
        # connect to robot control center (RCC)
        if connected:
            self.er1 = RobotERIntf(’localhost’, 9000)
        else: self.er1 = False
        self.addr = common.ROBOT_ADDR  # robot’s ipaddress
        self.tag = 0                   # robot’s tag/id
        self.my_pos = (0,0)            # robot’s pos
        # start navigation module
        self.driving_control = Navigation(self.er1)
        # some global variables used to stop running threads
        self.interrupt = False
        self.stopped = True
        # list of modules imported during runtime
        self.new_modules = {}
        #infrastructure interface
        self.infra_intf = False
    def main(self):
        ’’’Downloads interface from infrastructure, registers at
        the infrastructure, gets map information and makes a map,
        starts the server, registers pre−defined tasks, and ends
        in a while loop polling the infrastructure for new tasks.
        ’’’
        # 1) init phase
        self.initphase()
        
        # 2) call welcome to get map and stuff
        reply = self.infra_intf.callWelcome(self.addr)
        tag, rest = reply[0], reply[1]
        map_piece = rest[0][0], rest[0][1]
        map_size = rest[1][0], rest[1][1]
        rob_pos = rest[2][0], rest[2][1]
        data= rest[3][0], rest[3][1]
        self.tag = tag
        self.my_pos = rob_pos
        # 3) make map
        self.map = RobotMapping(map_piece, map_size, data)
        # 4) set up server thread
        self.server_thread = threading.Thread(target=self.infra_intf.serve)
        self.server_thread.setDaemon(True)
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        self.server_thread.start()
        # 5) send a list of all possible tasks that tm can call
        self.sendTaskOptions()
        
        # 6) main loop
        print ’Going in while loop’
        while True:
            if self.stopped:
                if not self.interrupt:
                    task = self.infra_intf.requestNewTask(self.tag)
                    if task:
                        self.task = task
                        print ’Received task from request’
                        self.doTask()
            time.sleep(5)
            
    def initphase(self):
        ’’’Connects to the infrastructure and downloads a file
        containing the interface to use in communication with it.
        The file is a python module. This is dynamically imported,
        and the interface is initiated.
        ’’’
        infrastru_addr = common.INFRASTRU_ADDR
        infrastru_port = common.INFRASTRU_PORT
        infrastructure = ServerProxy(’http://’ + infrastru_addr + \
                                     ’:’ + str(infrastru_port))
        filename, obj = infrastructure.initphase()
        new_file = open(filename, ’w’)
        new_file.write(obj.data)
        new_file.close()
        module_name = filename.split(’.’)[0]
        infra_intf = __import__(module_name)
        self.infra_intf = infra_intf.RobotInfrastructureIntf(self,
                                                             infrastru_addr,
                                                             infrastru_port,
                                                             common.SERVE_PORT)
    def sendTaskOptions(self):
        ’’’Sends a descriotion of all predefined tasks to
        infrastructure.
        ’’’
        possible_tasks = "goTo( (x,y) )        − go to point (x,y)\n" +\
                         "followPath( path )   − path is a list of\n" +\
                         "                       at least one point of\n" +\
                         "                       the type (x,y)\n" +\
                         "examineArea( (x,y) ) − go to (x,y) and take\n" +\
                         "                       a video of the area\n"
        
        self.infra_intf.taskOptions(self.tag, possible_tasks)
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# SERVER FUNCTIONS (called by infrastructure)
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
    def executeTask(self, task):
        ’’’Starts a task thread. When this is called, we know that
        the robot is idle because the infrastructure stoped it first.
        ’’’
        print ’Got a task from user.’
        self.task = task
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        self.interrupt = False
        self.driving_control.interrupt = False
        task_thread = threading.Thread(target=self.doTask)
        task_thread.setDaemon(True)
        task_thread.start()
        return True
    def runCode(self, module_name):
        ’’’Imports and starts execution of given code in a thread.
        The file is stored by the interface. Returns when a
        "ready"−flag is raised.
        ’’’
        print ’Preapare code execution’
        module_name = module_name.split(’.’)[0]
        # import module
        self.importModule(module_name)
        module = self.new_modules[module_name]
        ready = []      # the ready−flag
        code_thread = threading.Thread(target=module.init,args=(self,ready))
        code_thread.setDaemon(True)
        code_thread.start()
        # wait until flag is raised
        while len(ready) == 0:
            time.sleep(0.5)
            
        return True
    def importModule(self, module_name):
        ’’’Imports a new module. It is stored in a dictionary
        where key = module name and value = module, so that it
        can be accessed afterwards.
        ’’’
        print "import module: " + module_name
        mod = __import__(module_name)
        self.new_modules[module_name] = mod
        return True
        
    def getMonitorData(self):
        ’’’Returns information that can be shown in monitoring of
        the robot.
        ’’’
        data = "The goal is that this would be a stream of sensor data," +\
               " i.e. video stream. Have not thought on how to do it."
        return data
    def uppdateMap(self, list_of_objects):
        ’’’Gets a list of new objects and obstacles discovered in
        the work space. Uppdates map accordingly.
        ’’’
        self.map.uppdateMap(list_of_objects)
        return True
    def stop(self):
        ’’’Stops the movement of the robot and interrupts task
        execution.
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        ’’’
        print "Got STOP order"
        
        if self.er1: self.er1.stop()
        self.stopped = True
        self.interrupt = True
        self.driving_control.interrupt = True
        return True
    
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# TASK EXECUTION FUNCTIONS
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
    def doTask(self):
        ’’’Executes the new task and starts the task−kill thread.
        Cleans up after execution.
        ’’’
        print ’Execute task ’ + str(self.task)
        self.stopped = False
        # start taskkill thread
        taskkill_thread = threading.Thread(target=self.taskKill)
        taskkill_thread.setDaemon(True)
        taskkill_thread.start()
        # check what task to do
        if self.task[0] == "goTo":
            msg = self.goTo( (self.task[1][0],self.task[1][1]) )
        elif self.task[0] == "followPath":
            msg = self.followPath(self.task[1])
        elif self.task[0] == "examineArea":
            msg = self.examineArea( (self.task[1][0],self.task[1][1]) )
        else:
            msg = "do not support this task"
        # report that task is done
        if not self.interrupt:
            self.infra_intf.done(self.tag, self.task, msg)
            self.interrupt = True   # set in order to stop taskkill thread
        # wait until thread is stopped
        taskkill_thread.join()
        # make ready for new task
        self.interrupt = False
        self.driving_control.interrupt = False
        self.stopped = True
    def taskKill(self):
        ’’’The task−kill thread. Checks for interrupt signal. When
        received, stops task execution at the driving control.
        ’’’
        while not self.interrupt:
            time.sleep(0.3)
        self.driving_control.interrupt = True
        
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
    def goTo(self, point):
        ’’’The goTo−task. Goes to the point given.
        ’’’
        print ’Going to: ’ + str(point)
        # report position
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        direction = self.driving_control.direction
        self.my_pos = self.infra_intf.reportPosition(self.tag,
                                                     self.my_pos,
                                                     direction)
        self.my_pos = self.my_pos[0], self.my_pos[1]
        # find a path between current position and goal
        path = self.map.findPath(self.my_pos, point)
        if not path:
            return ’ done’
        if path == ’ unwalkable’:
            return ’ Cannot go there. Path is unwalkable.’
        elif path == ’ nopath’:
            return ’ No path exists between ’ + str(self.my_pos) +\
                   ’  and ’ + str(point) + ’ . Cannot go there.’
        # follow path
        msg = self.driving_control.followPath(path)
        direction = self.driving_control.direction
        if msg == ’ done’:
            # all went well, report position, which is at goal point
            self.my_pos = self.infra_intf.reportPosition(self.tag,
                                                         point,
                                                         direction)
            self.my_pos = self.my_pos[0], self.my_pos[1]
        elif type(msg) == tuple :
            # got interrupted, report current point
            self.my_pos = self.infra_intf.reportPosition(self.tag,
                                                         msg,
                                                         direction)
            self.my_pos = self.my_pos[0], self.my_pos[1]
        print ’ Return message: ’ + str(msg)
        return msg
    def followPath(self, _path):
        ’’’ The followPath−task. Follows a user given path.
        ’’’
        print ’ Path to follow: ’ + str(_path)
        # report position
        direction = self.driving_control.direction
        self.my_pos = self.infra_intf.reportPosition(self.tag,
                                                     self.my_pos,
                                                     direction)
        self.my_pos = self.my_pos[0], self.my_pos[1]
        # translates path into a list of tuples
        _path = self.makePath(_path)
        path = [self.my_pos]
        path.extend(_path)
        for i in range( len(path) − 1 ):
            # for each step in path
            if self.interrupt: return
            # finds path between current step and next step in path
            part = self.map.findPath(path[i], path[i+1])
            if part:
                if part == ’ unwalkable’:
                    return ’ Cannot go there. Path is unwalkable.’
                elif part == ’ nopath’:
                    return ’ No path exists between ’ + str(path[i]) +\
                           ’  and ’ + str(path[i+1]) + ’ . Cannot go there.’
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                # follow path
                msg = self.driving_control.followPath(part)
                direction = self.driving_control.direction
                if msg == ’ done’:
                    # all went well, report new position
                    self.my_pos = self.infra_intf.reportPosition(self.tag,
                                                                 path[i+1],
                                                                 direction)
                    self.my_pos = self.my_pos[0], self.my_pos[1]
                elif type(msg) == tuple :
                    # got interrupted, report current point
                    self.my_pos = self.infra_intf.reportPosition(self.tag,
                                                                 msg,
                                                                 direction)
                    self.my_pos = self.my_pos[0], self.my_pos[1]
                    return msg
                elif not msg == ’ done’:
                    return msg
        # finished. report position
        direction = self.driving_control.direction
        self.my_pos = self.infra_intf.reportPosition(self.tag,
                                                     path[len(path)−1],
                                                     direction)
        self.my_pos = self.my_pos[0], self.my_pos[1]
        
        return msg
    def makePath(self, _path):
        ’’’ The xmlrpclib treats makes lists of tuple arguments. Need
        to "translate" the list of lists, that the _path is, to a
        list of tuples.
        ’’’
        for i in range( len(_path) ):
            _path[i] = (_path[i][0], _path[i][1])
        return _path
        
        
    def examineArea(self, point):
        ’’’ The examineArea−task. Goes to one step before goal point.
        Starts a process that takes pictures and makes a  movie.
        Concurrently with this process, moves the last part of the
        path and turns 360 degrees. Sends the movie to the
        infrastructure.
        ’’’
        print ’ Examine area: ’ + str(point)
        
        # report position
        direction = self.driving_control.direction
        self.my_pos = self.infra_intf.reportPosition(self.tag,
                                                     self.my_pos,
                                                     direction)
        self.my_pos = self.my_pos[0], self.my_pos[1]
        # find path 
        path = self.map.findPath(self.my_pos, point)
        if path == ’ unwalkable’:
            return ’ Cannot go there. Path is unwalkable.’
        elif path == ’ nopath’:
            return ’ No path exists between ’ + str(self.my_pos) +\
                   ’  and ’ + str(point) + ’ . Cannot go there.’
        last_part = [path[len(path)−2],path.pop()]
        # follow path to one step before goal point
        msg = self.driving_control.followPath(path)
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        direction = self.driving_control.direction
        if msg == ’ done’:
            # all went well, report new position
            self.my_pos = self.infra_intf.reportPosition(self.tag,
                                                         path[len(path)−1],
                                                         direction)
            self.my_pos = self.my_pos[0], self.my_pos[1]
        elif type(msg) == tuple :
            # got interrupted, report current point
            self.my_pos = self.infra_intf.reportPosition(self.tag,
                                                         msg,
                                                         direction)
            self.my_pos = self.my_pos[0], self.my_pos[1]
            return msg
        else:
            return msg
        if self.interrupt: return
        # thread in which the robot drives the last part of the path
        video_thread = threading.Thread(target=self.driving_control.driveNturn,
                                        args=(last_part,))
        video_thread.setDaemon(True)
        video_thread.start()
        # start taking pictures
        print ’ Start picture taking process’
        imageid = str(point[0]) + ’ _’ + str(point[1]) + ’ _’
        os.system(" python "+common.PATH+" video.py "+imageid)
        if self.interrupt: return
        # join the two threads
        video_thread.join()
        # report position
        self.my_pos = last_part[1]
        direction = self.driving_control.direction
        self.my_pos = self.infra_intf.reportPosition(self.tag,
                                                     self.my_pos,
                                                     direction)
        self.my_pos = self.my_pos[0], self.my_pos[1]
        # make movie and delete pictures
        print ’ Make movie’
        filename = self.camera.makeMovie(common.FFMPEG, common.INFILES_DIR,
                                         imageid, common.OUTFILE_DIR)
        os.system(’ del ’ + common.INFILES_DIR + ’ *.jpg ’)
        
        # stream movie file to task manager
        
        self.infra_intf.streamFile(self.tag, common.INFILES_DIR, imageid)
        os.system(’ del ’ + common.INFILES_DIR + ’ *.jpg’)
        return imageid
if __name__ == ’ __main__’:
    exSrv = Robot(True)
    exSrv.main()
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################################################################
#
# The communication with the ER1 (RCC’s command line inteface).
# Sends commands to  the robot using telnet.
#
# Written by Marte K Skadsem, spring 2005







    def __init__(self, host, port):
        ’’’ Establish the telnet connection
        ’’’
        self.host = host
        self.port = port
        print ’ connecting to RCM’
        self.connection = telnetlib.Telnet(self.host, self.port)
        #check if connection is okay
        self.connection.write(’ \n’)
        self.recAck(1,2)
    #−−−−−−− move commands −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
    def move(self, cmd):
        ’’’ Moves the robot in specified direction
        ’’’
        self.connection.write(’ move ’ + cmd + ’ \n’)
        ack = 1
        self.recAck(ack,2)
    def rotateToward(self, what, args):
        ’’’ The robot rotates toward what is specifyed (can
        be object or color)
        ’’’
        self.connection.write(’ move rotate toward ’ + \
                              what + ’  ’ + args + ’ \n’)
        self.recAck(1,2)
    def driveToward(self, what, args):
        ’’’ The robot drives toward what is specifyed (can
        be object or color)
        ’’’
        self.connection.write(’ move drive toward ’ + \
                              what + ’  ’ + args + ’ \n’)
        self.recAck(1,2)
    #−−−−−−− play command −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
    def playPhrase(self, phrase):
        ’’’ Robots says the specified phrase
        ’’’
        self.connection.write(’ play phrase "’ + phrase + ’ "\n’)
        self.recAck(1,2)
    
    #−−−−−−− stop command −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
    def stop(self):
        ’’’ Stops any robot motion or soounds which are in progress
        ’’’
        self.connection.write(’ stop\n’)
        self.recAck(1,2)
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    #−−−−−−− sense command −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
    def senseOn(self, sensor):
        ’’’ Turns on the specified sensror
        ’’’
        self.connection.write(’ sense ’ + sensor + ’ \n’)
        self.recAck(1,2)
        
    def senseOff(self, sensor):
        ’’’ Turns off the specified sensror
        ’’’
        self.connection.write(’ sense ’ + sensor + ’  off\n’)
        self.recAck(1,2)
    #−−−−−−− clear command −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
    def clear(self):
        ’’’ Throws away all events which have not yet been sent to user
        ’’’
        self.connection.write(’ clear\n’)
        self.recAck(1,2)
        
    #−−−−−−− events command −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
    def eventsOn(self):
        ’’’ Turns on the events−command
        ’’’
        self.connection.write(’ events\n’)
        self.recAck(1,2)
    
    def eventsOff(self):
        ’’’ Turns off the events−command
        ’’’
        self.connection.write(’ \n’)
        self.recAck(1,2)
    
    #−−−−−−− set command −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#
    def set(self, cmd):
        self.connection.write(’ set ’ + cmd + ’ \n’)
        self.recAck(1,2)
    #−−−− read commands  (NOT INCLUDED IN THE API) −−−−#
    def waitFor(self, cmd, timeout):
        ’’’ Reads the connection until cmd or timeout appears
        ’’’
        t_taken1 = time.time()
        reply = self.connection.read_until(cmd, timeout)
        t_taken2 = time.time()
        if t_taken2 − t_taken1 >= timeout:
            return ’ timeout’
        return reply
    def recAck(self, acks, time):
        ’’’ Receive specifyed number of acks
        ’’’
        while not acks == 0:
            acks −= 1
            ok = self.connection.read_until(’ OK\r\n’, time)
            if ok == ’’:
                #did nor receive an OK, try again
                ok = self.connection.read_until(’ OK\r\n’, time)
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                if ok == ’’:
                    print ’robot: Did not receive an OK’
                    self.connection.close()
                    sys.exit(0)
            elif ok.__contains__(’Error’):
                #some error occured
                print ’Error message: ’ + str(ok.split(’\r\n’))
                self.connection.close()
                sys.exit(0)
    def readConnection(self):
        ’’’Reads the connection.
        Returns whatever was read.
        ’’’
        reply = self.connection.read_until(’\r\n’, 5)
        # reply is a string
        return reply
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###############################################################################
#
# The map module. Makes and maintains the robot’s map and finds paths in it.
# Gets information about the map at start up. Uses the a searching
# algorithm to find paths. In this case, the A* algorithm.
#




from astar import Astar
class RobotMapping:
    def __init__(self, map_piece, map_size, data):
        ’’’ Initializes the map. The parameters are:
        map_piece = the top left coordinate in the map (inicates where
        map piece starts)
        map_size = size of map_piece
        data = two lists. One with knownj object and one with overlaping
        areas.
        ’’’
        self.map_piece = map_piece
        self.lenx, self.leny = map_size
        self.known_obj, self.overlap = data
        self.map = self.initMap(self.lenx, self.leny)
        if len(self.map[0]) > 100:
            self.high_level_map = self.splitMap()
        else: self.high_level_map = False
        self.search = Astar()
        
        self.free = True    # a lock to prevent more than one
                            # thread access the map
        
    def initMap(self, x, y):
        ’’’ Makes the map and fills it with information.
        ’’’
        new_map = self.makeMap(x,y)
        map_p_x, map_p_y = self.map_piece
        for o in self.known_obj:
            o_x , o_y = o
            new_map[o_y − map_p_y][o_x − map_p_x] = ’ w’
            
        for o in self.overlap:
            o_x , o_y = o
            new_map[o_y − map_p_y][o_x − map_p_x] = ’ s’
            
return new_map
    def makeMap(self, x, y):
        ’’’ Makes a map.
        ’’’
        new_map = []
        for i in range(y):
            new_map.append([])
            for j in range(x):
                new_map[i].append(’’)
        return new_map
    def splitMap(self):
        ’’’ Makes a high level map out of the originally map.
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        Done to make searches over big areas faster.
        ’’’
        high_level_map = self.makeMap(10, 10)
        self.map_factor = len(self.map[0]) / 10
        for o in self.known_obj:
            o_x , o_y = o
            high_level_map[o_y/self.map_factor][o_x/self.map_factor] = ’ w’
        return high_level_map
    def findPath(self, start, stop):
        ’’’ Finds a path between start and stop. If a high level
        map exists and the distance bewteen start and stop is big,
        searches the hig level map first.
        ’’’
        if start == stop:
            return  False
        while not self.free:
            time.sleep(0.5)
        self.free = False
        path = []
        if self.high_level_map and self.distance(start, stop) > 100:
            # searchng high level
            # empty earlier searching data from map
            self.search.emptyLists(self.map)
            hl_start = start[0]/self.map_factor, start[1]/self.map_factor
            hl_stop = stop[0]/self.map_factor, stop[1]/self.map_factor
            path_hl = self.search.aStar(hl_start, hl_stop,
                                        self.high_level_map, 1)
            if path_hl == ’ nopath’:
                path_hl = self.search.findClosest(hl_start,
                                                  self.high_level_map)
            # translate into normal level coordinates
            path_hl = self.resolvePath(path_hl)
            # empty earlier searching data from map
            self.search.emptyLists(self.high_level_map)
            if not path_hl[0] == start:
                path = self.search.aStar(start, path_hl[1], self.map, 1)
                path.pop()
                path_hl.remove(path_hl[0])
                path.extend(path_hl)
            else: path = path_hl
            start = path[len(path)−1]
                        
        # empty earlier searching data from map
        self.search.emptyLists(self.map)
# search normal level
        part = self.search.aStar(start, stop, self.map, 1)
        self.free = True
        if not path == []:
            path.pop()
            path.extend(part)
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        else: path = part
        return path
    def distance(self, start, stop):
        ’’’ Roughly estimated distance bewteen start and stop
        ’’’
        if stop[0] > start[0]: dist = stop[0] − start[0]
        else: dist = start[0] − stop[0]
        if stop[1] > start[1]: dist2 = stop[1] − start[1]
        else: dist2 = start[1] − stop[1]
        return max(dist, dist2)        
    def resolvePath(self, path):
        ’’’ Translates a path with high level coordinates to
        a path with normal level coordinates.
        ’’’
        _path = []
        for step in path:
            _path.append( (step[0]*self.map_factor, step[1]*self.map_factor) )
        return _path
    def uppdateMap(self, list_of_objects):
        ’’’ Uppdates the map with new information.
        ’’’
        while not self.free:
            time.sleep(0.5)
        self.free = False
        
        for o in self.known_obj:
            o_x , o_y = o
            new_map[map_p_y − o_y][map_p_x − o_x] = ’’
            
        self.known_obj = list_of_objects
        for o in self.known_obj:
            o_x , o_y = o
            new_map[map_p_y − o_y][map_p_x − o_x] = ’ w’
            
        self.free = True
        return True
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###############################################################################
#
# The A* algorithm.
# The opened−list is implemented with a binary heap.
#





# Objects of the Node class is used
# in the heap.
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
class Node:
    def __init__(self, name, parent, g, h, t):
        self.name = name
        self.parent = parent
        self.g = g      #movement cost to get to this node from startpoint
        self.h = h      #estimated movement cost from this node to the endpoint
        self.f = g + h  #score of the node
        self.time = t   #used to deside which node is newest
        self.list = ’ open’  #the list this node belongs to
    def __cmp__(self, y):
        ’’’ This function will override compare() when
        two nodes are compared. We want the node that was
        added last in the heap (the open list) to be on
        top of the others with the same f−value
        ’’’
        if self.f < y.f:
            return −1
        if self.f == y.f and self.time > y.time:
            return −1
        return 1
    def printInfo(self):
        ’’’ Used to print all the information of a node.
        ’’’
        print self.name, self.parent, self.f, self.g, self. h
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−




    def __init__(self):
        self.open_list = []
        self.closed_list = []
        self.neighbours = [(1,0),(0,1),(−1,0),(0,−1)]
    def aStar(self, start, stop, robo_map, map_factor):
        ’’’ The main function.
        start − startpoint
        end − endpoint
        robo_map − memory reference to the map to be used
        map_factor − denotes if we are woriking on low lwvwl map or
        high level map
        Returns path if found else nopath or unwalkable.
        ’’’
        if map_factor == 1:
            if not self.checkWakable(start, stop, robo_map):
                return ’ unwalkable’
        g = 10
        time = 0
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        current = Node(start,0,0,0,0)
        while not current.name == stop:
            time += 1
            current_x, current_y = current.name
            self.switchToClosedList(current,robo_map)
            for n in self.neighbours:
                #for all neighbours of current
                n_x = n[0] + current_x
                n_y = n[1] + current_y
                if self.neighbourInsideMap(n_x, n_y, robo_map):
                    #if neighbour is inside map:
                    if robo_map[n_y][n_x].__class__ == Node:
                        if robo_map[n_y][n_x].list == ’ open’:
                            #check if shorter path
                            tmp = robo_map[n_y][n_x]
                            if tmp.g > current.g + g:
                                #change parent to the neighbour
                                tmp.parent = current.name
                                #recalculate g anf f
                                tmp.g = current.g + g
                                tmp.f = tmp.g + tmp.h
                                
                    elif robo_map[n_y][n_x] == ’’:
                        #add neighbour to open_list
                        h = self.findH( (n_x,n_y), stop ) * g
                        new = Node((n_x,n_y),
                                   current.name,
                                   current.g+g,
                                   h,
                                   time)
                        heapq.heappush(self.open_list, new)
                        robo_map[n_y][n_x] = new
            
            if len(self.open_list) == 0:
                return ’ nopath’
            current = heapq.heappop(self.open_list)
        self.switchToClosedList(current,robo_map)
        return self.savePath(start, current, robo_map)
    def emptyLists(self, robo_map):
        ’’’ Need to clean the map for old
        data before used again.
        ’’’
        for i in self.open_list:
            if not type(robo_map[i.name[1]][i.name[0]]) == str or not type(robo_
map[i.name[1]][i.name[0]]) == str:
                robo_map[i.name[1]][i.name[0]] = ’’
        for i in self.closed_list:
            if not type(robo_map[i.name[1]][i.name[0]]) == str or not str(robo_m
ap[i.name[1]][i.name[0]]) == str:
                robo_map[i.name[1]][i.name[0]] = ’’
        self.open_list = []
        self.closed_list  = []
    def checkWakable(self, start, stop, robo_map):
        ’’’ Cheks if there is an object at the start
        position or end position.
        ’’’
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        if robo_map[start[1]][start[0]] == ’ w’:
            return False
        if robo_map[stop[1]][stop[0]] == ’ w’:
            return False
        if robo_map[stop[1]][stop[0]] == ’ s’:
            return False
        return True
    def switchToClosedList(self, current, robo_map):
        ’’’ Switches the current node from the opened list
        to the closed list.
        ’’’
        self.closed_list.append(current)
        if type(robo_map[current.name[1]][current.name[0]]) == str:
            robo_map[current.name[1]][current.name[0]] = current
        robo_map[current.name[1]][current.name[0]].list = ’ closed’
    
    def neighbourInsideMap(self, n_x, n_y, robo_map):
        ’’’ Checks that n_x and n_y are inside the map.
        ’’’
        if n_x >= 0 and n_y >= 0 :
            if n_x < len(robo_map[0]) and n_y < len(robo_map):
                return True
        return False
    def findH(self, here, stop):
        ’’’ Finds the h−value for the here−node.
        ’’’
        x,y = here
        endx, endy = stop
        n = 0
        if endy >= y: n = endy − y
        else: n = y − endy
        if endx >= x: n = n + (endx − x)
        else: n = n + (x − endx)
        return n
    def savePath(self, start, this, robo_map, txt=None):
        ’’’ Returns the path from the this−node to the sart
        position.
        ’’’
        path = []
        while not this.name == start:
            path.append(this.name)
            parent = this.parent
            this = robo_map[parent[1]][parent[0]]
        path.append(this.name)
        path.reverse()
        if txt: path.append(txt)
        return path
    def findClosest(self, start, robo_map):
        ’’’ Returns the path from the start position to
        the node with the lowest h−value <=> the node assumingly
        closest to the end position.
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        ’’’
        h = self.closed_list[1].h
        pos = 0
        for i in range(1, len(self.closed_list)−1):
            if self.closed_list[i].h <= h:
                h = self.closed_list[i].h
                pos = i
        return self.savePath(start, self.closed_list[pos], robo_map)
    def printMap(self, robo_map):
        ’’’ Prints the map
        ’’’
        print ’ _____________________’
        for p in robo_map:
            cmd = ’ |’
            for q in p:
                if type(q) == str:
                    if q == ’’:
                        cmd += ’ −|’
                    else:
                        cmd = cmd + q + ’ |’
                else:
                    cmd = cmd + q.list + ’ |’
            print cmd
            print ’ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−’
        
    def printList(self, which):
        ’’’ Prints the given list.
        ’’’
        if which == ’ open’:
            print ’ Opened List:’
            for o in self.open_list:
                o.printInfo()
        else:
            print ’ Closed List:’
            for o in self.closed_list:
                o.printInfo()            
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###############################################################################
#
# The navigation module.
# Contains code for following a given path
#






    def __init__(self, er1):
        # the er1 is the robotER1Interface module
        self.er1 = er1
        
        # some driving relevant information
        self.fw = common.FW                  # denotes if robot’s motors are
                                             # turned back−forward
        self.direction = common.DIRECTION    # robot’s heading
        self.nittideg = common.NITTIDEG      # denotes how many degrees makes
                                             # robot turn 90
        self.map = None
        self.interrupt = False               # set if robot is interrupted
    def followPath(self, path):
        ’’’ Follows a given path.
        The parameter path is a list of points starting with the current
        position.
        ’’’
        idx = 0
        while idx < len(path)−1:
            if self.interrupt: return path[idx]
            if not self.validate(path[idx], path[idx+1]):
                msg = ’ Error! tries to go from ’ + str(path[idx]) + \
                      ’  to ’ + str(path[idx+1])
                return msg
            # turn
            self.turn( self.findHeading(path[idx], path[idx+1]) )
            if self.interrupt: return path[idx]
            # find distance to move
            dist, idx = self.findDist(path, idx)
            # move robot
            self.move(dist)
            
        if self.interrupt: return path[idx]
        # all went well
        msg = ’ done’
        return msg
    
    def validate(self, this, next):
        ’’’ Validates that start and end points in the
        path are not the same
        ’’’
        if this == next:
            return True
        elif this[0] == next[0] or this[1] == next[1]:
            return True
        else:
            return False
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    def findHeading(self, this, next):
        ’’’ Returns which heading to take next
        ’’’
        myx, myy = this
        nextx, nexty = next
        if nextx > myx and nexty == myy:
            return ’ E’
        elif nextx < myx and nexty == myy:
            return ’ W’
        elif nexty > myy and nextx == myx:
            return ’ S’
        elif nexty < myy and nextx == myx:
            return ’ N’
        else:
            return self.direction
    def turn(self, heading):
        ’’’ Truns the robot in right direction.
        ’’’
        # find how much to turn
        dirs = [’ N’, ’ E’, ’ S’, ’ W’]
        deg = dirs.index(heading) − dirs.index(self.direction)
        if deg == 1 or deg == −3:
            cmd = ’ −’ + str(self.nittideg)
        elif deg == −1 or deg == 3:
            cmd = str(self.nittideg)
        elif deg == 2 or deg == −2:
            cmd = str(self.nittideg * 2)
        else:
            return
self.direction = heading
        cmd = cmd + ’  degrees’
        if self.interrupt: return
        
        if self.er1:
            # turn
            self.er1.move(cmd)
            self.er1.eventsOn()
            while True:
                reply = self.er1.waitFor(’ move done\r\n’, 3)
                if reply.__contains__(’ move done’):
                    break
        
    def findDist(self, path, idx):
        ’’’ Finds distance to move in same direction
        ’’’
        dist = 0
        x, y = path[idx]
        idx += 1
        nextx, nexty = path[idx]
try:
            if nextx == x:
                # moving North−South
while nextx == x:
                    if self.direction == ’ N’:
                        dist = dist + (y−nexty)
                    else:
                        dist = dist + (nexty−y)
                    x, y = path[idx]
                    idx += 1
                    nextx, nexty = path[idx]
            else:
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                # moving East−West
        while nexty == y:
                    if self.direction == ’ W’:
                        dist = dist + (x−nextx)
                    else:
                        dist = dist + (nextx−x)
                    x, y = path[idx]
                    idx += 1
                    nextx, nexty = path[idx]
except IndexError:
            idx −= 1
            return (dist, idx)
        idx −= 1
        return (dist, idx)
    def move(self, dist):
        ’’’ Moves the robot the spesifyed distance forward.
        Returns when move is done
        ’’’
        if self.interrupt: return
        
        if self.er1:
            self.er1.move(self.fw + str(dist) + ’  cm’)
            self.er1.eventsOn()
            while True:
                reply = self.er1.waitFor(’ move done\r\n’, 3)
                if reply.__contains__(’ move done’):
                    break
    def driveNturn(self, last_part):
        ’’’ Used in the examina area task. Dirves the last part
        of path forward and makes a 360 degree turn.
        ’’’
        self.followPath(last_part)
        if self.interrupt: return
        
        if self.er1:
            self.er1.move(’ 360 d’)
            self.er1.eventsOn()
            while True:
                reply = self.er1.waitFor(’ move done\r\n’, 3)
                if reply.__contains__(’ move done’):
                    break
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###############################################################################
#
# The picture taking and video making process.
#
# OBS! Uses the VideoCapture module. Make sure it is installed.
# Can only run on Windows.
#
# Written by Marte K Skadsem, 2005/2006
#
###############################################################################
import time, string, os, sys
from VideoCapture import Device
import common
class VideoMaking:
    def __init__(self):
        ’’’ If you get horizontal stripes or other errors in the captured
        picture (especially at high resolutions), try setting
        showVideoWindow=0.
        ’’’
        self.cam = Device(devnum=0, showVideoWindow=1)
        #self.cam = Device(devnum=1, showVideoWindow=1)
    def main(self, imageid):
        ’’’ The parameter imageid is the name to identify
        the pictures taken.
        ’’’
        self.takePictures(common.PIC_IN_SEC,
                          common.DURATION,
                          common.IMAGEDIR,
                          imageid)
    def takePictures(self, pic_in_sec, duration, savedir, imgid):
        ’’’ Takes pictures. The pictures are saved as jpeg files.
        The parameters means:
        pic_in_sec = how many pictures to take in a second
        duration = how long time to take pictures (in sec)
        savedir = where to save pictures
        imgid = identifyer for the pictures taken
        ’’’
        # Specify the amount of seconds to wait between individual captures.
        sec_betw_cap = 1.0 / pic_in_sec
        num_pic = 0
        starttime = time.time()
        elapsedtime = 0
        while elapsedtime < duration:
            # take a picture and store it
            self.cam.saveSnapshot(savedir + imgid + \
                                  string.zfill(str(num_pic), 4) + ’ .jpg’,
                                  timestamp=3, boldfont=1)
            num_pic += 1
            time.sleep(sec_betw_cap)
            elapsedtime = time.time() − starttime
    def makeMovie(self, ffmpeg, infiles_dir, imageid, outfile_dir):
        ’’’ Uses ffmpeg to merge jpeg files to a mp4 file.
        ’’’
        os.system(ffmpeg + " −r 5 −i " + \
                  infiles_dir + imageid + " %04d.jpg " + \
                  outfile_dir + imageid + " movie.mp4")
        return outfile_dir + imageid + " movie.mp4"
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if __name__ == ’ __main__’:
    exSrv = VideoMaking()
    exSrv.main(sys.argv[1])
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###############################################################################
#
# This file contains variables used by robot.py, video.py and
# navigation.py
#




# address and port to infrastructure
INFRASTRU_ADDR = ’129.242.19.46’
INFRASTRU_PORT = 8081
# port to robot’s simpleXMLRPCServer
SERVE_PORT = 8090





FFMPEG = "~\\FFmpeg\\ffmpeg.exe "
# data for picture taking
PIC_IN_SEC = 24
DURATION = 20
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###############################################################################
#
# This is the robot code that uses the ulstrasound sensors.
# The robot stays in a distance bewteen 30 and 60 cm from the wall on the
# right hand side.
#
# We stopped using the fourth sensor, the one pointing forward and downward,
# because of many error readings.
#
# Written by Marte Karidatter Skadsem, spring 2006
#
###############################################################################
import threading, time, Queue, sys
from ultradist import Ultradist
from robotERintf import RobotERIntf
class UltraRobot:
    def __init__(self, connected):
        # connect to robot control center
        self.connected_robot = connected
        if self.connected_robot:
            self.er1 = RobotERIntf(’ 127.0.0.1’, 9000)
        else: self.er1 = False
        # some driving relevant information
        self.fw = False            # robot’s motors are turned back−forward
        self.direction = ’ N’       # robot’s heading
        # init ultrasound sensors
        self.sensorQ = Queue.Queue()
        self.flagQ = Queue.Queue()
        self.ultraSense = Ultradist(self.sensorQ, self.flagQ)
        self.falseAlarm = False
    def main(self):
        # set the robot’s speed
        self.er1.set(’ v 10’)
        
        # how many sensors are used
        ports = self.ultraSense.ports
        
        senslist = [(0,0)]
        dist3 = 0
        
        # start ultradist thread (starts the sensors)
        self.udthread = threading.Thread(target=self.ultraSense.main)
        self.udthread.setDaemon(True)
        self.udthread.start()
        # read first readings from all sensors
        # this reading is almost allways wrong, so we ignore them
        for i in range(1,ports+1):
            self.flagQ.put(i)
            print self.sensorQ.get()
            senslist.append(time.time())
        # start driving forward
        self.er1.move(’ −1000  cm’)
        self.moving = True
        self.stairs = False
        # check sensors
        s = 1
        while True:
            t = time.time()
#            if (t − senslist[4]) > 1.0:
#                s = 4
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#                senslist[4] = t
            if (t − senslist[1]) > 6.0:
                s = 1
                senslist[1] = t
            self.flagQ.put(s)
            # read sensor
            sensor, dist = self.sensorQ.get()
            print sensor, dist
#            if sensor == 4:
#                self.checkS4( (sensor,dist) )
                    
            if sensor == 1:
                self.checkS1( (sensor, dist) )
            elif sensor == 3:
                if dist <= 30:
                    print ’ turn right’
                    self.moving = False
                    self.er1.move(’ −20 d’)
                    self.er1.waitFor(’ move done\r\n’, 60)
            else:
                # sensor == 2
#                if self.stairs:
#                    if dist <= 61:
#                        self.stairs = False
                if dist <= 30:
                    print ’ turn left’
                    self.moving = False
                    self.er1.move(’ 20 d’)
                    self.er1.waitFor(’ move done\r\n’, 60)
                elif dist >= 62:
                    if dist > 100:
                        # first reading − cannot be a corner
                        if not dist3 == 0:
                            if max(dist,dist3) − min(dist,dist3) > 100:
                                self.turning(sensor,dist3)
                    else:
                        print ’ adjust alignment’
                        self.moving = False
                        self.er1.move(’ −20 d’)
                        self.er1.waitFor(’ move done\r\n’, 60)
                dist3 = dist
            if not self.moving:
                self.er1.move(’ −1000  cm’)
                self.moving = True
            s += 1
#            if s == 5: s = 1
            if s == 4: s = 1
    def turning(self, sensor, dist):
        ’’’ Turns to the right to turn a corner
        ’’’
        print ’ turn corner’
        self.er1.eventsOff()
        self.er1.move(’ −30 cm’)
        t1 = time.time()
        while True:
 #           self.flagQ.put(4)
 #           if not self.checkS4(self.sensorQ.get()):
                # stairs ahead
 #               return
            self.flagQ.put(1)
            if not self.checkS1(self.sensorQ.get()):
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                # wall ahead
                return
            t2 = time.time()
            if t2 − t1 >= 3.0:
                break
        self.er1.move(’ −90 d’)
        self.er1.waitFor(’ move done\r\n’, 30)
        length = dist + 30
        delay = length / 10
        t1 = time.time()
        self.er1.move(’ −’ + str(length) + ’  cm’)
        while True:
 #           self.flagQ.put(4)
 #           if not self.checkS4(self.sensorQ.get()):
                # stairs ahead
 #               return
            self.flagQ.put(1)
            if not self.checkS1(self.sensorQ.get()):
                # wall ahead
                return
            t2 = time.time()
            if t2 − t1 >= delay:
                break
        self.moving = False
        return
        
    def checkS1(self, sensorData):
        ’’’ Check if there is something in front of the robot.
        If so, backs and turn left to follow the wall in front.
        ’’’
        dist = sensorData[1]
        if dist < 51:
            print ’ Crash!!’
            length = str(50 − dist)
            self.er1.move(length + ’  cm’)
            self.er1.waitFor(’ move done\r\n’, 60)
            self.er1.move(’ 90 d’)
            self.er1.waitFor(’ move done\r\n’, 60)
            self.moving = False
            return False
        return True
    def checkS4(self, sensorData):
        ’’’ Check if robot is close to stairs
        ’’’
        dist = sensorData[1]
        if dist > 90:
            if self.falseAlarm:
                print ’ stairs!’
                self.er1.move(’ 35 cm’)
                self.er1.waitFor(’ move done\r\n’, 60)
                self.er1.move(’ 90 d’)
                self.er1.waitFor(’ move done\r\n’, 60)
                self.stairs = True
                print ’ self.stairs’
                self.moving = False
                return False
            else:
                print ’ possible false alarm’
                self.flaseAlarm = True
                self.flagQ.put(4)
                self.checkS4(self.sensorQ.get())
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        elif dist > 35:
            print ’ stairs!’
            self.er1.move(’ 35 cm’)
            self.er1.waitFor(’ move done\r\n’, 60)
            self.er1.move(’ 90 d’)
            self.er1.waitFor(’ move done\r\n’, 60)
            self.stairs = True
            print ’ self.stairs’
            self.moving = False
            return False
        return True
        
                
if __name__ == ’ __main__’:
    exSrv = UltraRobot(True)
    exSrv.main()
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###############################################################################
#
# This program measures distance by using the Velleman K8055 PIC USB
# test kit attached to BASIC stamp 2 Devantech SRF04 ultrasonic Range
# Finder #28015
# 
# KAJ feb 2006 
# Ultrasound distance usb Velleman K8055 hack 
# Thanks to 
# Bob Dempsey 
# bdempsey_64@msn.com 
# for supplying me with the k8055dll library for unix
#
# This python code is tranlsated from a originale c code.
#
# Translated to Python by Marte Karidatter Skadsem, feb/march 2006
#
###############################################################################
from ctypes import *
import time, Queue
class Ultradist:
    def __init__(self, sensorQ, flagQ):
        ’’’ Adapt the frequency to the 555 timer to reflect distance
        Current 555 oscillating frequency setting is: 1.700 Khz
        Gives 1 sample every 20 cm speed of sound
        This gives distance: 10cm/pulse (back and forth)
        Multiply this number with the number og count in the counter
        ’’’
        # Define speed of sound
        self.sndspd = 331.46
        # Room temperature higher temperature gives higher speed of sound
        self.roomtemp = 25.0  # In degrees Celcius
        # Set current 555 timer oscillation frequency in HZ
        self.frequency = 1700.0
        # Number of attached sensors, maximum 8
        self.ports = 3
        # Minimum time (in sec) from end of last trig pulse to next
        self.min_delay = 0.28
        # Verbose flag − for debug purpose
        self.verbose = False
        # Number of loops, 0 means infinite
        self.loops = 0
        self.dev = 0x00
        self.str_len = 256
        # Queues used in communication with ultradistRobot.py
        self.sensorQ = sensorQ
        self.flagQ = flagQ
    def my_sleep(self, min_delay):
        ’’’ sleep min_delay sec
        ’’’
        i = delay = 0
        t1 = time.time()
        while delay < min_delay:
            while not i == 1000:
                i+=1
            delay = time.time() − t1
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    def main(self):
        usec_start = []
        line = ""
        loops = self.loops
        
        k8055d = windll.k8055D
        fd = k8055d.OpenDevice(c_long(self.dev))
        
        if not fd == 0:
            print " Couldn’t open DEV=" + str(fd) + \
                  "  OpenDevice returned " + str(self.dev)
        
        # Set counter debounce time to 0 ms, max sample rate 2000s/sec
        k8055d.SetCounterDebounceTime(c_int(1), c_long(0))
        k8055d.SetCounterDebounceTime(c_int(2), c_long(0))
        
        # Init all timers
        for p in range(self.ports):
            usec_start.append(time.time())
        
        while loops >= 0:
            if not self.loops == 0:  # Don’t count down if LOOPS == 0
                loops −= 1
            # Trig all sensors 1−4, 1−front, 2−right, 3−left, 4−down
            #for s in range(1,self.ports+1):
            s = self.flagQ.get()
            # Check that it was at least 10 ms since last trig
            delay = time.time() − usec_start[s−1]
            if self.verbose:
                line = line + " delay port " + str(s) + \
                       "  = " + str(delay) + "  usec"
            
            if delay < self.min_delay:
                if self.verbose:
                    line = line + " Sleeping additional " + \
                           str(self.min_delay − delay) + "  microseconds"
                self.my_sleep(self.min_delay − delay)
                    
            # Set ultrasound control pin high for next trig pulse
            
            # Reset counters
            # I do a read of counter registers after ResetCounter()
            # Without they may not reset properly − a k8055dll BUG here?
            k8055d.ResetCounter(c_long(1))
            cnt1 = k8055d.ReadCounter(c_long(1))
            k8055d.ResetCounter(c_long(2))
            cnt2 = k8055d.ReadCounter(c_long(2))
            
            k8055d.ClearDigitalChannel(c_long(s))
            
            line = line + " Distance sensor " + str(s) + "  = "
            
            # Wait for response pulse to go high  attached to dig. inp1
            cnt1 = 0
            tmout = 0
            
            while cnt1 == 0:
                cnt1 = k8055d.ReadCounter(c_long(1))
                self.my_sleep(self.min_delay)
                if self.verbose: line = line + " cnt1=" + str(cnt1) + " ,"
                
                # Report timeout, and break loop
                # − may indicate failure in sensor
                tmout += 1
                if tmout > 5:
                    line = line + " Timeout sensor " + str(s)
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                    self.sensorQ.put( (s, ’ tmout’) )
                    break
            
            # Here we have either tmout or just reached end of sensor pulse
            # Start timer since we have to wait at least 10 ms for next trig
            usec_start[s−1] = time.time()
                
            # Read digital counter on port 2
            cnt2 = k8055d.ReadCounter(c_long(2))
            if self.verbose: line = line + " cnt2=" + str(cnt2) + "  "
            
            # On the new version on the PING sensor from Parallax we need to
            # hold the signal output low during response sampling
            k8055d.SetDigitalChannel(c_long(s))
            
            # Report distance in cm, unless timeout
            if tmout <= 5:
                dist = float(cnt2) * 100 * (self.sndspd+0.6*self.roomtemp)/self.
frequency/2
                line = line + str(dist) + "  cm ("  + str(cnt2) + "  ticks) "
                self.sensorQ.put( (s, dist) )
            
            # Print a visual bar
            for i in range(cnt2):
                line = line + " #"
            if self.verbose: print line + " \n"
            line = ""
            
        # Next sensor
        # Next loop
        
        k8055d.CloseDevice()
        
if __name__ == ’ __main__’:
    exSrv = Ultradist()
    exSrv.main()
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###############################################################################
#
# The user application.
#
# Written by Marte K Skadsem, 2005/2006
#
###############################################################################
import sys, threading, time
from xmlrpclib import ServerProxy, Binary
import longstrings
class User:
    def __init__(self):
        self.connected = False   # set when connected and running
        self.userhistory = []    # stores the last user action
    
    def main(self, infra_addr, infra_port):
        ’’’ Connects to the infrastructure and staarts approproate
        actions based on the last element in user history.
        ’’’
        try:
            self.infrastructure = ServerProxy(’ http://’ + infra_addr + \
                                              ’ :’ + str(infra_port) )
            
            self.infrastructure.testConnection()
            self.connected = True
        except Exception, msg:
            print msg
            sys.exit(0)
        self.userhistory.append(’ welcome’)
        print longstrings.USER_WELCOME
        # thread to report when a task is finished
        checkDone_thread = threading.Thread(target=self.checkDone)
        checkDone_thread.setDaemon(True)
        checkDone_thread.start()
        # main loop
        while self.connected:
            if self.userhistory[len(self.userhistory)−1] == ’ welcome’:
                self.mainChoice()
            elif self.userhistory[len(self.userhistory)−1] == ’ monitor’:
                self.monitor()
            elif self.userhistory[len(self.userhistory)−1] == ’ task’:
                self.giveTask()
            elif self.userhistory[len(self.userhistory)−1] == ’ code’:
                self.sendCode()
    def checkDone(self):
        ’’’ Polls the infrastructure for tasks that are executed.
        Tells user when a task is done.
        ’’’
        while True:
            result = self.infrastructure.checkDone()
            if result:
                print ’ \n*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−* ’
                print ’ A robot is done with its task:’
                print result
                print ’ *−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*−*\n ’
            time.sleep(5)
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    def mainChoice(self):
        ’’’ Makes appropriate actions based on user choices
        from main menu.
        ’’’
        choice = raw_input()
        if not choice.isdigit():
            print longstrings.WRONG_TYPE
            return
        
        if choice == ’ 1’:
            if self.getRobotList():
                print longstrings.MENU
            return
        elif choice == ’ 2’:
            self.userhistory.append(’ monitor’)
            self.monitormenu()
            return
        elif choice == ’ 3’:
            self.userhistory.append(’ task’)
            self.taskmenu()
            return
        elif choice == ’ 4’:
            self.userhistory.append(’ code’)
            self.codemenu()
            return
        elif choice == ’ 5’:
            self.stopRobot()
            return
        if choice == ’ 6’:
            print ’ OK. Quitting...’
            self.userhistory.append(’ quit’)
            self.connected = False
            return
        else:
            #smth wrong
            print longstrings.WRONG_INPUT
    def getRobotList(self):
        ’’’ Prints a list of all robot tags from the infrastructure.
        ’’’
        data = self.infrastructure.getRobotList()
        if not data:
            print ’ No robots registered.\nReturning to main menu.\n’
            print longstrings.MENU
            return False
        print ’ \nList of all robot tags:’
        for tag in range(len(data) −1):
            print str(data[tag])
        print data[len(data)−1]
        print ’ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−’
        return True
    def monitormenu(self):
        ’’’ Prints the monitor menu
        ’’’
        if not self.getRobotList():
            # robot list is empty
            self.userhistory.remove(’ monitor’)
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        else:
            print longstrings.MONITOR
    def monitor(self):
        ’’’Gets the monitor data for the specifyed robot from
        infrastructure and prints it.
        ’’’
        choice = raw_input()
        if not choice.isdigit():
            print longstrings.WRONG_TYPE
            return
        data = self.infrastructure.monitorRobot(int(choice))
        if not data:
            # if wrong tag is typed three times, return to main menu
            print longstrings.WRONG_TAG
            self.userhistory.append(’monitor’)
            if self.userhistory.count(’monitor’) == 4:
                print longstrings.RETURN_MENU
                for i in range(self.userhistory.count(’monitor’)):
                    self.userhistory.remove(’monitor’)
            return
        
        else:
            print data
            print longstrings.MENU
        for i in range(self.userhistory.count(’monitor’)):
            self.userhistory.remove(’monitor’)
    def taskmenu(self):
        ’’’Prints the task menu
        ’’’
        if not self.getRobotList():
            # robot list is empty
            self.userhistory.remove(’task’)
        else:
            print longstrings.GIVE_TASK_TAG
    def giveTask(self):
        ’’’Sends a user given task to the infrastructure together
        with the tag of the robot to perform it. Makes the task from
        serveral inputs from user.
        ’’’
        choice = raw_input()
        if not choice.isdigit():
            print longstrings.WRONG_TYPE
            return
        # get a list of possible tasks for this robot
        data = self.infrastructure.getPossibleTasks(int(choice))
        if not data:
            # if wrong tag is typed three times, return to main menu
            print longstrings.WRONG_TAG
            self.userhistory.append(’task’)
            if self.userhistory.count(’task’) == 4:
                print longstrings.RETURN_MENU
                for i in range(self.userhistory.count(’task’)):
                    self.userhistory.remove(’task’)
            return
        print data
        tag = int(choice)
        
        # register task name
        print longstrings.GIVE_TASK
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        task_name = raw_input()
        # register arguments
        print longstrings.GIVE_ARGUMENTS
        args = raw_input()
        if args == ’’:
            # no arguments given
            task = task_name
        else:
            # translate from string type to list of tuples
            args = self.makeArgs(args)
            task = (task_name, args)
        # interrupt the robot?
        print longstrings.WAIT
        _wait = raw_input()
        # send task
        if _wait == ’yes’:
            self.infrastructure.giveTask( tag, task )
        else:
            self.infrastructure.giveTask( tag, task, True )
        for i in range(self.userhistory.count(’task’)):
            self.userhistory.remove(’task’)
        # return to main menu
        print longstrings.MENU
    def makeArgs(self, args):
        ’’’Translates a string of arguments to a list of tuples.
        ’’’
        i=0
        x = ’’
        y = ’’
        path = []
        while not i >= len(args):
            #print i
            if args[i] == ’(’:
                i+=1
                while not args[i] == ’,’:
                    x = x+args[i]
                    i+=1
                i+=1
                while not args[i] == ’)’:
                    y = y+args[i]
                    i+=1
                i+=1
                path.append( (int(x), int(y) ) )
                x = ’’
                y=’’
            i+=1
        if len(path) == 1:
            return path[0]
        return path
    def codemenu(self):
        ’’’Prints code menu.
        ’’’
        if not self.getRobotList():
            # robot list is empty
            self.userhistory.remove(’code’)
        else:
            print longstrings.CODE_TAG
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    def sendCode(self):
        ’’’ Sends a user given file containing a python module to the
        infrastructure together with the tag of the robot to
        import it. The file is wrapped and sent in an instance of
        the Binary class because of xml rpc rules.
        ’’’
        tag = raw_input()
        if not tag.isdigit():
            print longstrings.WRONG_TYPE
            return
        tag = int(tag)
        # name of file containing code
        print longstrings.CODE_NAME
        filename = raw_input()
        infile = open(filename, " r")
        code = infile.read()
        infile.close()
        binary_obj = Binary(code)
        print longstrings.CODE_OR_MODULE
        choice = raw_input()
        if choice == ’ code’:
            # sends code to execute
            data = self.infrastructure.sendCode(tag, filename,
                                                binary_obj, True)
        else:
            # send module to import
            data =  self.infrastructure.sendCode(tag, filename,
                                                 binary_obj)
        if not type(data) == str:
            print ’ All went well\n’
        else:
            print data
        # return to main menu
        self.userhistory.remove(’ code’)
        print longstrings.MENU
    def stopRobot(self):
        self.getRobotList()
        print ’ tag to stop: ’
        tag = raw_input()
        if not tag.isdigit():
            print longstrings.WRONG_TYPE
            return
        tag = int(tag)
        t1 = time.time()
        if self.infrastructure.stopRobot(tag):
            t2 = time.time()
            print ’ Robot stoped’
        else:
            t2 = time.time()
            print ’ Goodbye robot!’
        print t2 −t1
if __name__ == ’ __main__’:
    exSrv = User()
    exSrv.main(’ 129.242.19.46’, 8082)
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###############################################################################
#
# All the menus and long string printed to the user.
#
# Written by Marte K Skadsem, 2005/2006
#
###############################################################################
MENU = ’_____ MAIN MENU _______________________\n’ + \
       ’What do you want to do? (Make a choice)\n’ + \
       ’1. Get List of robots\n’ + \
       ’2. Monitor robot\n’ + \
       ’3. Give task to a robot\n’ + \
       ’4. Give new code or module to a robot\n’ + \
       ’5. STOP ROBOT\n’ + \
       ’6. Quit\n’ +\
       ’_______________________________________’
USER_WELCOME = ’****  WELCOME!  ****\n’ + MENU
MONITOR = ’Print the tag of the robot you wish to monitor\n’ + \
          ’tag: ’
GIVE_TASK_TAG = ’Print the tag of the robot you wish to give a task\n’ + \
                ’tag: ’
GIVE_TASK = ’Print the task you want to give\n’ +\
            ’task: ’
GIVE_ARGUMENTS = ’Print the arguments to the task\n’ +\
                 ’arguments: ’
WAIT = ’Do you want to interrupt the robot in its current task?\n’ +\
       ’yes or no: ’
CODE_TAG = ’Print the tag of the robot you wish to give the code\n’ + \
           ’tag: ’
CODE_NAME = ’Print the name of the file containing the code\n’ +\
            ’filename: ’




WRONG_INPUT = ’Wrong input. Please choose among the numbers given.\n\n’ +\
              MENU
WRONG_TAG = ’There is no robot with this tag. Try again!\n’ +\
            ’tag: ’
RETURN_MENU = ’Wrong again. No more tries for you.\n’ + \
              ’Returning to main menu\n\n’ + \
              MENU
WRONG_TYPE = ’Wrong input type. Please enter the number of choise\n’
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###############################################################################
#
# A module to be exported to robots.
#
# Written by Marte K Skadsem, 2005/2006
#
###############################################################################
    
def square(parent):
    ’’’ Drives in a square with size 50X50
    ’’’
    size = 50
    # report position
    direction = parent.driving_control.direction
    parent.my_pos = parent.infra_intf.reportPosition(parent.tag,
                                                     parent.my_pos,
                                                     direction)
    parent.my_pos = parent.my_pos[0], parent.my_pos[1]
    for i in range(4):
        if parent.interrupt:
            return
        if i == 0:
            x = parent.my_pos[0] + size
            y = parent.my_pos[1]
        elif i == 1:
            x = parent.my_pos[0]
            y = parent.my_pos[1] + size
        elif i == 2:
            x = parent.my_pos[0] − size
            y = parent.my_pos[1]
        else:
            x = parent.my_pos[0]
            y = parent.my_pos[1] − size
            
        next_corner = ( x,y )
        # find path
        path = parent.map.findPath(parent.my_pos, next_corner)
        # follow path
        msg = parent.driving_control.followPath(path)
        parent.my_pos = next_corner
    
        if msg == ’ done’:
            # report position
            direction = parent.driving_control.direction
            parent.my_pos = parent.infra_intf.reportPosition(parent.tag,
                                                             next_corner,
                                                             direction)
            parent.my_pos = parent.my_pos[0], parent.my_pos[1]
    
    return msg
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###############################################################################
#
# A module to be exported to and executed by robots.
# It replaces a metod in the robot class and adds a task.
#





    ’’’Replaces the originally doTask().
    Executes the new task and starts the task−kill thread.
    Cleans up after execution.
    ’’’
    print ’Execute task ’ + str(self.task)
    self.stopped = False
    # start taskkill thread
    taskkill_thread = threading.Thread(target=self.taskKill)
    taskkill_thread.setDaemon(True)
    taskkill_thread.start()
    # check what task to do (only predefined tasks)
    if self.task[0] == "goTo":
        msg = self.goTo( (self.task[1][0],self.task[1][1]) )
    elif self.task[0] == "followPath":
        msg = self.followPath(self.task[1])
    elif self.task[0] == "examineArea":
        msg = self.examineArea( (self.task[1][0],self.task[1][1]) )
    elif self.task == "square":
        msg = self.new_modules["squareCode"].square(self)
    # report that task is done
    if not self.interrupt:
        self.infra_intf.done(self.tag, self.task, msg)
        self.interrupt = True   # set in order to stop taskkill thread
    # wait until thread is stopped
    taskkill_thread.join()
    
    # make ready for new task
    self.interrupt = False
    self.driving_control.interrupt = False
    self.stopped = True
def init(parent, flag):
    ’’’The method that all imported modules to execute must have.
    Control is given to the code through this method. Important
    responsibility: Must raise the flag parameter when controll
    can be given back to main thread.
    ’’’
    parent.__class__.doTask = new_doTask
    parent.interrupt = False
    parent.driving_control.interrupt = False
    # finish, raise flag
    flag.append(1)
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